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Abstract— We demonstrate an algorithm which incorporates
uncertainty of the environment’s description in planning a path
to the goal. We apply this to a game called Humans Vs Zombies,
simulated over the Georgia Tech campus map, in which zombies
fullfill the role of dynamically uncertain adversaries. Utilizing
historical data gathered about the environment, our algorithm
allows consideration to be spared for the trade-off between
risk avoidance and optimal task completion. We demonstrate
it’s effectiveness over simpler shortest path planners exercised
in the same environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The motion planning problem for mobile robots is typi-
cally formulated as follows. Given a robot and a description
of an environment, plan a path of the robot between two spec-
ified locations, which is collision-free and satisfies certain
optimization criteria. Traditionally there are two approaches
to the problem: off-line planning, which assumes a perfectly
known and stable environment, and on-line planning, which
focuses on dealing with uncertainties as the robot traverses
the environment. On-line planning is also referred to by
many researchers as the navigation problem. A great deal of
research has been done in motion planning and navigation
[1], [2].

Path planning in dynamic and uncertain environments is
one of the most complicated problems in robot path planning,
and is also the most common situation that mobile robots
will confront. The additional condition that obstacles are
adversarial further restricts the set of acceptable path plans
within the environment. Due to the complex, unknown en-
vironment, the robot cannot adopt a one-time global motion
plan. A static, temporally optimal solution is difficult, if not
impossible, to obtain. Additionally, re-planning time for the
robot, upon encountering new obstacle information, needs
to be short in order to allow sufficient time for locomotion
adjustments. In the next section, we discuss prior related
research in this area.

II. RELATED WORK

Unlike the situation for path planning in a static environ-
ment, limited reports have been found in the open literature
discussing optimal path planning in dynamic environments.
Complexity and uncertainty increase with the number of
the dynamic obstacles. Therefore, traditional path planning
algorithms, such as the visibility graphs, the Voronoi dia-
grams and the grids method, do not perform well in dynamic
environments.

Ref. [3] uses a modified A* algorithm to calculate paths
for a humanoid robot. The path planning method is applied
to real robots rather than simulated on software. A grid of
cells is employed to represent the environment. Color cells

represent the obstacles and they create a bitmap representing
the free spaces and obstacles in the map. The algorithm plans
a sequence of foot configurations to navigate toward a goal
location based on known static and moving obstacles with
predictable trajectories. Ref. [4] discusses a hybrid intelligent
approach to path planning for high mobility robots operating
in rough environments. It involves the characterization of the
environment using a fuzzy logic framework, and a two-stage
Genetic Algorithm planner. A global planner determines the
path that optimizes a combination of terrain roughness and
path curvature. A local planner uses sensory information,
and upon encounters with unknown and unaccounted for
obstacles, performs on-line re-planning to circumvent them.

Ref. [5] uses a potential field method and applies it to both
path and speed planning for a mobile robot in a dynamic
environment where the target and obstacles are moving. The
robots velocity and trajectory are determined by the relative
speed and moving directions of the obstacles and target. The
simulation results verify that the method can efficiently track
the moving target while avoiding the obstacles along its path.

Many planning approaches utilize two separate algorithms,
one for global path planning and another local obstacle
avoidance. Two global path planning algorithms which have
been successfully applied for the DARPA Urban Challenge
are the Hybrid A* algorithm [6] and planning in state lattices
[7]. Both algorithms search for an optimal path by succes-
sively concatenating short motion primitives until reaching
the goal. The Hybrid A* algorithm operates simultaneously
in a continuous and discrete state space, which results in
the reachable set forming a tree in the state space. We use
another method called D* (Dynamic A*) [8]. It is a typical
method used in path planning in dynamic environments. It
plans optimal paths in real-time by incrementally repairing
paths to the robots state as new environment information
is known, which makes it possible to greatly reduce the
computational cost. When the robot gathers new information
about the environment, it will re-plan new paths based on the
new information and produce a path for the robot. D* does
not require re-planning of the entire path on each occasion
new information becomes available. It updates the path arc
cost locally when environment changes.

Like A*, D* operates on a cost graph. The main idea of
the method is illustrated as follows: From the initial state, the
method repeatedly selects the neighbour with the minimum
cost until it propagates to the goal. Each small cell in the
map is called a state. Each state X has the arc cost from the
state X to the goal given by the path cost function h(X,G).
From the start point (start state), all neighbour states of the
current state are listed on the open list. From the open list,



the method calculates the arc cost of the states by h(X,G).
Then, it selects the state with the minimum h(X,G), goes
to this state, and adds new neighbours to the open list.

III. METHODS

Humans vs. Zombies (HvZ) is a massive, live-action game
that is played at many college campuses across the nation,
with players numbering in the hundreds. All players begin
as humans with a single random player selected as the
first zombie. A game of tag, over the course of weeks,
ensues in which humans tagged by zombies become zombies
themselves. At each site, the indoors of specific buildings are
designated as ’safezones’ where zombie attacks are invalid.
The game completes when all humans at a site have become
zombies or all zombies have perished after having not tagged
a human for 48 hours.

The HvZ environment provides both a convenient and
motivating context in which to apply our pathfinding al-
gorithms. The zombie-infested environment is both chang-
ing and uncertain; zombies are, by definition, dynamically
uncertain and adversarial obstacles. Additionally, statistical
information comprising frequency and locations of zombie
attacks is derivable from prior HvZ event records.

The HvZ pathfinding algorithm determines a probabilis-
tically viable path through an environment populated with
adversarial and dynamic flesh-eating zombies. We illustrate
it in two parts, an offline component and an online compo-
nent. Off-line components of the algorithm consist of data
processing and environment establishment. The product of
this ultimately serves as an input, or a scenario, in which the
online components of the algorithm are executed.

A. Offline Algorithm Components

Off-line components of the algorithm are further sub-
subdivided into tasks related to zombie density map genera-
tion, zombie instantiation as well as parameter configuration.
The latter is a user-oriented task, allowing configuration of
various inputs to the algorithm that may change the efficiency
and optimality of the path plans generated.

Zombie Density Map: Data from previous seasons of
Humans Vs. Zombies at Georgia Tech. is available as a
list of zombie attacks and their locations. By discretizing
the Georgia Tech. campus map into a 401 x 294 square
grid, we are able to compile this data into a histogram
of zombie attacks that have occurred at each discretized
position on the Georgia Tech. campus, over the past 1.5
years. We designate this data representation as the ’zombie
frequency map’. In order to facilitate the exploitation of this
data by a path finding algorithm, we take inspiration from
the concept of potential fields. A 2-dimensional gaussian
distribution is generated with standard deviation, σ, and a
skirt size, Ngauss (both in units of discretized position).
Both of these gaussian distribution parameters also serve as
user-adjustable inputs to the overall algorithm. The gaussian
distribution is then convolved across the zombie frequency
map, producing a topology similar to that illustrated in Fig.
1, where gaussian filter parameters have been set to, σ =

Fig. 1: Zombie density map: smoothed topology representing HvZ
zombie attack frequency on GT campus (σ = 6, Nguass = 24)

6 and Ngauss = 24. In spirit of the reality that no position
within the map is completely ’safe’ (aside from obstacles
and safe-zones), and hence should not hold a value of ’0’,
a small bias is added to all positions in the ’zombie density
map’. The bias is currently arbitrarily defined to be 1% of
the spatial average of ’zombie density map’ values and is
another tunable parameter of the overall algorithm.

We designate this data representation as the ’zombie den-
sity map’ across the Georgia Tech. campus. Fig. 2, provides
a color intensity plot of the ’zombie density map’, overlayed
on top of the Georgia Tech. campus map. Immobile obsta-
cles (eg. building walls) are displayed in black, HvZ safe
zones (eg. indoors of buildings) in gray and zombie density
values, at each position, as an intensity from red to yellow,
corresponding to low to high density values, respectively.
An obstacle that is a single discretized grid cell (pixel)
thick, serves to bound the entire map in order simplify path
planning.

A high-level walkthrough of construction of the zombie
density map is illustrated below:

1) Import past HvZ zombie attack location data on the
GT campus.

Fig. 2: Overlay of zombie density map over Georgia Tech campus
(401 x 294 pixels)



2) Compile data into a position-referenceable tally of
zombie attacks to produce ’zombie frequency map’.

3) Generate gaussian distribution using user-defined σ
and Ngauss .

4) Convolve gaussian distribution against the ’zombie
frequency map’ from Step 2, to construct the ’zombie
density map’.

5) Export the ’zombie density map’ as CSV file.
Zombie Entity Instantiations: Upon constructing the zom-

bie density map, dynamic zombie entities are instantiated
to operate in the simulated, discretized GT campus environ-
ment. Any given position in the discretized map will have
a probability of a zombie instantiation based on its value in
the zombie density map. Positions with higher values (i.e.
locations where a greater number of zombie attacks have
historically been reported) will yield higher chances of a
zombie instantiation. The number of zombies to instantiate
for a scenario is an adjustable input parameter to the overall
algorithm.

B. Online Algorithm Components

Using the scenario established by the offline components
of the algorithm, online processing can now be executed
to move the agent from its start configuration to its goal
configuration. The configuration of our agent consists solely
of its position in the discretized Georgia Tech. campus map
(401 x 294 square grid). Both the agent and all adversarial
zombies are restricted to Manhattan mobility in this dis-
cretized environment.

Fig. 3, illustrates an annotated snapshot of the HvZ simula-
tor GUI. Zombies are represented as single pixel yellow dots.
The current agent and goal configurations are represented as
blue and green dots, respectively, with a transparent blue
circle representing the agent’s visibility range skirt. A red
heat map is overlayed on top of the campus map to illustrate
current ’zombie density map’; greater red opacity is used to
represent higher zombie density map values at a particular
location.

Goal-Oriented Locomotion: Locomotion of our agent
from its starting configuration to its goal configuration is
accomplished through D* Lite path planning, using the
’zombie density map’ to determine grid cell costs across the
Georgia Tech. campus map. The decision to utilize the D*
Lite path planning algorithm was due to its efficiency in
path re-planning after deviations or unexpected obstacles are
encountered. Although, our algorithm doesn’t currently allow
for re-active re-planning upon encounters with zombies, this
is a highly anticipated enhancement for the future. The D*
Lite implementation used is part of an open source library
of utilities, ’robotutils’, made available by Pras Velagapudi
of the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University
[9]. A high-level walk-through of the locomotion planning
algorithm follows:

1) Establish agent start and goal configurations
2) Generate map defining the cost for each discretized

position, weighted based on ’zombie density map’
values at those positions.

3) Calculate D* path from the start to goal configuration
4) Agent traverses the D* path
5) If agents current position is the goal, exit the algorithm

with success.
6) If a zombie is present within the agent range skirt:

• If zombie’s current position is the agent’s current
position, exit the algorithm with failure.

• Attempt to stun zombie
• Go to beginning of Step 6

7) Go to Step 4

Zombie Locomotion: Zombie movement toggles between
two distinct behaviors. The default zombie behavior is to
execute a random walk. The intent is to allow zombies
uncertain mobility but in such a way that they will maintain
the integrity of the ’zombie density map’. After zombies are
instantiated (based on the ’zombie density map’), a random
walk will have the tendency to keep the zombies within
the same area in which they were instantiated. Additionally,
each zombie is assigned a movement speed determined
by a uniform distribution between 0.5 and 1.5 discretized
grid cells per turn. In implementation this movement speed
manifests as 0, 1 or 2 steps per turn, but in such a way that
the intended uniform distribution is maintained.

Zombie Stunning: In accordance with the rules of actual
HvZ events, a human can stun a zombie by hitting it with a
sock. We have modeled this behavior by allowing a player to
attack zombies within its visibility range skirt. The success
of this attack is modeled by a probability that is greatest
at a position adjacent to the agent and linearly decreases
until it reaches its least value four grid cells away from the
agent. There is no limit on the number of times an agent can
attempt to stun a zombie, however, a penalty is implicitly
incurred because the agent must remain immobile for the
time step during which it attacks a zombie. Once a zombie is
stunned, it is removed from the map. The probability values
for successfully stunning a zombie are given by the formula

P (hit) = 0.6− 0.1 ∗ (Manhattan distance)

These values have been determined through empirical
tuning.

C. Parameter Configuration

This algorithm entails several user-adjustable parameters
which impact the performance of the path plan that is
generated. We experiment with some of these parameters
and present our analysis in a subsequent section. Several of
the parameters are listed below for convenience:

1) Agent start/goal configurations
2) Number of zombies (zombie entity instantiations)
3) Standard deviation of the gaussian filter, σ (zombie

density map)
4) Discrete radius of gaussian filter, Ngauss (zombie den-

sity map)
5) Range skirt size (i.e., agent’s sensory range)



Fig. 3: HzV simulator GUI (agent = blue; zombies = yellow; goal
configuration = green; heat map = red)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The environment in which the algorithm executes is in-
herently uncertain. Locations of zombie instantiations are
determined probabilistically and zombie motion is a random
walk. As a result, experimentation requires execution of sev-
eral hundred or more trials, for a given set of test parameters,
and metrics are measured as averages over all trials. In our
experiments, we measure algorithm performance through the
metric of percentage goal attainment over a given number of
trials. This measures how often the agent, in simulation, is
able to reach its goal configuration using the planned path,
generated with specified test parameters. The results of our
algorithm are compared against a control planner being tested
in identical experiments.

Although the algorithm accommodates several user-
adjustable parameters, we choose a subset of these with
which to experiment, and document their impact on the
algorithm’s performance. We begin by testing the algorithm’s
performance using pre-determined agent start and goal con-
figurations. In the first experiment we execute 1000 trials
of the algorithm, producing path plans from Woodruff Dor-
mitory to Clough Undergraduate Commons. A subsequent
experiment is run using the same setup, but with the start
and goal configurations set to Clark Howell Hall and Clough
Undergraduate Commons, respectively; a shorter euclidean
distance than the former experiment. We also run 1000 trials
using randomized start and goal configurations. In all cases
the numbers of zombies instantiated on the map is held at a
constant value of 50 zombies. Finally, another four sets of
1000 trials is run for the case of randomized start and goal
configurations, where the population of zombies is set to 40,
50, 60 and 70 zombies.

A. Agent Start/Goal Configurations

In summary, three different start and goal agent configu-
rations are tested and the algorithm’s percentage success is

captured:
1) Start Configuration: Woodruff Undergraduate Dormi-

tory, Goal Configuration: Clough Undergraduate Com-
mons

2) Start Configuration: Clark Howell Hall, Goal Config-
uration: Clough Undergraduate Commons

3) Start Configuration: Random, Goal Configuration:
Random

B. Zombie Population

For each of the start/goal configurations above, we main-
tain the size of the zombie population instantiated at the start
of the simulation to be constant (50 zombies). Additionally,
for the scenario of randomized start and goal configurations,
we run 1000 trials with the zombie population set to each of
40, 50, 60 and 70 zombies.

C. Control Group

As a control, we compare the performance of our algo-
rithm with a non-risk based generic D* algorithm, which
finds the minimum distance from start to goal. This shortest
path planner ignores the information available from the
’zombie density map’ and treats all grid cells to be of
uniform cost. It is run against a set of experiments identical
to those used to test our HvZ path planning algorithm above.

V. ANALYSIS

A. Start and Goal Configuration Variation

Our HvZ algorithm was found to yield a higher success
rate in each of the start and goal configurations tested.
The Woodruff Dormitory to Library (Clough Undergraduate
Commons) scenario was meant to serve as a higher risk
endeavor where the agent would need to cross nearly the
entire map as well as regions comprising high ’zombie den-
sity map’ values (higher probabilities of zombie presence).
The Clark Howell Hall to Library (Clough Undergraduate
Commons) scenario was intended to represent a lower risk
scenario where the euclidean distance between start and
destination were relatively much smaller. Finally, the ran-
domized start and goal configuration scenario represents a
more comprehensive test potentially covering various types
of paths over the course of 1000 trials. Fig. 4 demonstrates
the percentage of trials in which the agent successfully
reached its goal using both the our HvZ planner (labeled as
the ’Risk Averse Planner’) and the ’Shortest Path Planner’
described previously, for each start/goal test configuration.
Table I illustrates the data collected from this testing.

TABLE I: Comparison of success rates in Risk Averse and Shortest
Path Planners for a zombie population of 50

Risk Averse Planner Shortest Path Planner

Start Config. − > Goal Config. Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%)

Woodruff− >Library 48.5 38
Clark− >Library 43.3 39.9
Random− >Random 75.4 68.8



Fig. 4: Performance of Risk Averse Planner vs. Shortest Path
Planner over all start/goal test configurations (zombie population
= 50)

Although it may be premature and require further future
investigation, we notice what may be a trend in which larger
euclidean distances between the start and goal configurations
yield a larger ratio between our ’Risk Averse Planner’
success rate and the ’Shortest Path Planner’ success rate. The
scenario of randomized start and goal configurations seemed
to yield a ratio between that of the other two scenarios, that
was ’middle of the way’. Fig. 5 provides a chart illustrating
this trend in the ratio of success rates between the two
planners.

Fig. 5: Ratio of Risk Averse Planner to Shortest Path Planner
success rates over all start/goal test configurations

B. Zombie Population Variation

In our final experiment, we exercised the algorithm using
randomized agent start and goal configurations, assigning the
zombie population with each of values of 40, 50, 60 and 70.
1000 trials were run using each of the zombie population
values. Fig. 6 illustrates the results; the ’Risk Averse Planner’
exhibits greater success rates than the ’Shortest Path Planner’
for all zombie planner values.

Fig. 6: Performance of Risk Averse Planner vs. Shortest Path
Planner using randomized start/stop goals and varying zombie
populations

C. Qualitative Observations

Our simulator interface allows monitoring of the agent as
it traverses the Georgia Tech. campus map, from start to
goal configuration, as well as its interactions with zombies
encountered along the way. This capability has yielded some
useful insights into the workings of our risk averse algorithm
versus the shortest path planner which is serving as our
control. In the paths that the risk averse planner produces,
we can observe that paths through safezones are preferred
whereas the shortest path planner doesn’t apply any weight to
one type of area versus another. Additionally, we observe that
our risk averse algorithm tends to produce paths resembling
straight paths, but distorted in order to curve around regions
of intense red, corresponding to high zombie density map
values. More intuitively, the paths often resemble straight
lines that have been modified to deviate and circumvent areas
where the probability of zombie presence is greater, based
on historical HvZ data.

VI. DISCUSSION

While devising an algorithm to address the problem of
path planning and real-time navigation through an uncer-
tain, dynamic and adversarial environment we came to the
conclusion that the scope of the problem attempting to be
tackled was too large for the given time frame. Instead, a
decision was made to partition the problem and address a
smaller scope. As a result, the capability of the agent to
stun zombies within its range skirt was reserved for later
consideration. This removed an aspect of the problem whose
solution which we anticipated to involve integration of a
local decision-making algorithm, such as Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs), with global path planning.

From an algorithmic perspective, we expect future en-
hancements can be made to lift the restriction on agents
and adversarial zombies to Manhattan mobility, perhaps
through the application of a hexagonal grid. The effect of
map discretization and granularity on algorithm performance,



optimality and other characteristics also presents itself as an
interesting area of experimentation. Additionally, to bring the
algorithm closer to real-world application, work is available
to integrate the possibility of fighting (versus simply flee-
ing/avoidance) through stun actions, which HvZ event rules
allow. We anticipate that this addition to the algorithm will
entail policy-making and weighing of the long-term value
of actions, a problem potentially well-suited for Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs).

From the perspective of practical application, wed like
to see the algorithm integrated into a mobile app utilized
by future HvZ participants on the Georgia Tech. campus.
This endeavor would potentially allow for measurement of
the effectiveness of the algorithm, and tuned parameters, in
a real-world scenario. Results would be compared against
control groups not relying on the mobile app to provide path
planning and reactive guidance.
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